
SESSION EVALUATIONS

GOVERNOR'S INDUSTRIAL SAFETY & HEALTH CONFERENCE - OCTOBER 7 & 8, 2009

Session: The Story of Flight 232

Speaker(s): Number of Evals:

1.  This session was well designed (e.g. pacing, Q  A time)

2.  I got information from this session I can use immediately in my job.

3.  The speaker used good presentation skills.

4.  The speaker appropriately involved participants.

5.  This session met my expectations

6.  Did you like the topic?

Average
Bad) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 (Good

What did you like best about this presentation?

Blockbusters

Alfred Haynes 74

122539 4.8

122539 4.6

122539 4.9

122539 4.6

122539 4.8

122539 4.9

12The speaker.  Lesson learned.2539

12All of it.2539

12Al Hanes presentation2539

12Applicable in any business.2539

12Speaker2539

12Everything! The messages within the presentation2539

12The speaker!2539

12I was in the presence of a true hero!  Thank you for your service and thank you for sharing your story.2539

12Post incident stress discussion.2539

12Whole presentation great.2539

12How this event can transfer to our work.2539

12Listening to the pilot who had actually flown the airplane.2539

12it was true, and the speaker was the captain of the aircraft.2539

12His recount2539

12The professionalism described by pilot.  The teamwork by all groups involved.2539

12Incredible!  Very feeling-involking; inspiring.2539

12Very informative - far more than expected.2539

12Very inspiring2539

12Inspiring and informative!2539

12The speaker2539

12How it was put to be able to apply lessons to now.2539

12Outstanding!  Qestion # 5 was written with a rating of 6.2539

12Thanks for being there and here.2539

12Learning about how critical being prepared can be.2539

12Al Haynes is a very powerful speaker and an inspiration to everyone.2539

12Outstanding!2539
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What constructive changes would you suggest to make the presentation more effective?

Suggested Topics for next year:

Other Comments:

12Very good!2539

12Excellent2539

12Ineresting topic.  Good information.2539

12This was great!    Added to # 2:  and at home.2539

12Wonderful speaker2539

12Excellent job!!!  Thank you!!!!2539

12Candid story Al Haynes told, honesty and focus on the post traumatic stress syndrome.2539

12I have great respect for Cpt Haynes.2539

12The reality2539

12The way it was presented.2539

12The video & his story.  Great presentation!2539

12Excellent2539

12The speaker2539

12Well prepared & well organized.2539

12Very good speaker.  Really enjoyed the session.2539

12Nothing, Excellent presentation!2539

12None, impressive!!2539

12None!2539

12None2539

12none2539

12Capt Scully2539

12Hope Capt Returnes2539

12Teamwork in crisis.  
Please bring this speaker back next year.

2539

12The crash on the hudson river.2539

12Stories of how emergencies are handled.2539

12Repeat2539
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Session: The Story of Flight 232

Speaker(s): Number of Evals:

1.  This session was well designed (e.g. pacing, Q  A time)

2.  I got information from this session I can use immediately in my job.

3.  The speaker used good presentation skills.

4.  The speaker appropriately involved participants.

5.  This session met my expectations

6.  Did you like the topic?

Average
Bad) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 (Good

What did you like best about this presentation?

Blockbusters

Alfred Haynes 85

122540 4.7

122540 4.6

122540 4.7

122540 4.6

122540 4.7

122540 4.7

12Very good!2540

12Informative, human interest.  Speaker was precise, concise, didn't use 'uh', 'ya know' or 'like' when speaking 
like many do.  He was very pleasant and enjoyable to listen to.  Provided useful & practical ino we all can and 
should use!

2540

12The 4 steps of EMS management.
Very Good!

2540

12Awsome2540

12Great lessons to apply with any agency & community.2540

12The reality of the situation.2540

12Associated pictures2540

12Everything2540

12#'s 5 & 6 were both rated as 6's.2540

12It was an incredible presentation.2540

12Factual  actually happened2540

12Excellent presentation2540

12Very polished presentation & presenter!2540

12Fantastic presentation.  Good inforamation. Good story2540

12His strength and desire to share.2540

12Sharing story of survival, emergency planning, how applicable it is to daily life.2540

12knowledgeable speaker - humor2540

125 things I can use in everyday life.2540

12Amazing message to apply in all areas of your life.2540

12Very good message - Thanks2540

12All2540

12The real life, first hand account of why we prepare and practice emergency procedures.2540

12Real interesting2540

12Great presentation!2540
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What constructive changes would you suggest to make the presentation more effective?

Suggested Topics for next year:

12Outstanding!  All of it.2540

12Makes me realize I'm not prepared, and I will be.2540

12Absorbing-inspiring-motivational!  Thank You!!2540

12Great Speaker2540

12Thank you for sharing and making people aware.2540

12Real time communications2540

12Having the captain involved personally speak about the incident.2540

12Visual2540

12Fabulous!2540

12Great sense of humor2540

12everthing2540

12Amazing!2540

12Speaker applied his experience in a manner we can apply to our jobs in any industry.2540

12Real experience2540

12Speaker was straight forward, did not get off track at all.  Also his explaining of the importance of PTSD.  The 
importance of prepardness.

2540

12The message - The topic2540

12The empotions2540

12Video & detailed description2540

12Everthing.  Very inspiational.2540

12The 5 key points are most applicable.2540

12Al2540

12A real life scenario2540

12The speaker spoke the facts of what happened and how we can apply safety to everyday.2540

12Great speaker, great lessons.2540

12Excellent2540

12Absolutely NONE!2540

12Nothing amazing as it is!2540

12Screens needed to be higher.2540

12Need someone to run PC!2540

12none2540

12A bit more 'delivery' start to finish.2540

12Microphone too loud2540

12The speaker was hard to understand and very distracting with his 'clicking' while talking.2540

12Propane explosion - like one @ hwy 16 & S Tacoma Wy
Fire Dept chlorine gas leak @ Pioneer/olin (?)

2540

12More of the same type subject2540
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Other Comments:

12Flooding - large scale2540

12Post-fatality accident investingation - excavations    'Lessons learned?'2540

12Perhaps failures or positive things that occurred during 9/11.  (Empergency preparedness)2540

12I think we should do a practice evacuation drill on the Tuesday before the staff meeting.2540


